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i 
The theory of functions of a eom.pliont variable is distinguished 
from the ~i,heory of fiu1ctions of a :real variable by its simplicity - a 
simplici is directly traceable to the complexity of the variable. 
Ti'Vo of the remarkable simplicities of the theory are, first, that fron1 
the assumption that f(z) is differentiable throughout the neighborhood 
of a point z: z 0 follows the exiert.ence of all higher derivatives and the 
convergence of the 'I'ayloru s series for f(z) ; and secondly, ·t,hat we a1•e 
able to classify in simple terms the possible singularities of sn ana~ 
lytic function. 
It is the purpose of this work to generalize, insofaJ;.• as is 
possible, the basic theorems of the classical theory, ruad to investigate 
in what measure the simplicities mentioned above are preserved when the 
argUillents and function values lie in a Banach space. Of the three prin= 
cipally recognized points of view which are used in developing the theory 
of analytic functions we have used mainly the one due to Cauchy, which 
finds its natural extension in the ideas of Gateaux concerning differ-
entials. Mueh of the work which we present was sketched in· a memoir of 
Gateaux on functions.ls of continuous f'm1ctions.':' In addition we have de~ 
veloped ~the 11?Jeierstrassia:n.u properties of analytic functions, using as 
a foundation ·the notion of polynomial as se·!J for·th by R.S. Martin.~";' 
Finally, a brief section is devoted to a generaliza"lGion of the Cauchy-
Riemann equations. Nothing has been done with the implicitly suggested 
theory of pairs of conjugate harmonic functions, howeve'.k~. 
'* R. Gateaux, (::;>) and ( 4.). The numbers in parenthesis refer to the biblio-
graphy at the end of this thesis. 
~'~'R.S. Martin, (7) p. 18=5). 
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The stu:ly of differentials lea:l.s to 811 important 1cesul t show= 
the :rel"ltion of the F:rechet e.nd Gs.tee.ux concepts of e. 
':'he classificstion of singula:k~ points is a mc:.st difficult prob= 
completely with remove.ble singularities~ and ;;iho'ived to 
some e:irtcnt the ficom classical theory which are caused the 
shoJ.lc! be 
carried out in spacial caeee. 
I freely express my adr:1iration for the tret='<tise of ssor 
'll ,F. Jsgood, Lehrbuch der Funktione11theorie~ to v1hic:h I have had constant 
recourse in the ~riting of this thesis. of the proofs are ~irectly 
carried over~ rri th only th3 slight made neces the abstract 
nature of the quantities in hando 
To P:rof'<sosor .~ .:'.J. : .. :ichal I am indebted fo:r encouragement an:i 
e at all tirr;.es. 
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Vector Spaces 
Let E be a claos of elements x~Y»•OO of unspecified ne.~ 
in ~ there are given~ 
( i) a rele.tion celled eq11"""1ity 9 and denoted ~ such 
run o:rdored of cl0mcnto x 9 y from 3':9 then either x bears the re~ 
htion to 'J) (x:y) or it does not (xf:y)o 
uely deter:ninsd third ele:.:ient of E 9 called tlr1eir sum~ 
and denoted 
(iii) an on 1:'1hich o:r'.i0rs to an olement a :.f'x·oiil A an::\ an element x 
from ~~ e uniquely detersined ol::r;:;ont o:! E» denoted e 0 x (the product 
(iv) ru1 on which orders to each element x of: :!:'. a unique real 
numb e:r d eri.oted UxU (the norm of x)o 
I:' then the syst'3m composed of !:~, A, and t!:J.e ope.rations and re= 
la.lion ~ui.s the properties set fcirth L1 the postule-tes belo'Y!, ','fe sh~.11 c 
as fl, is the real or co;nplex n'.Am= 
ber system we sho.ll ·::;rll ~ a rod ur e com?lex spr-i.ceo 
~@ 
f ) ""'"' 1 t 0 0 1. v ,,-.ne re e .. 1on ~ is an alence relation in E o That is, it is re= 
flexive, 
,;, This postulate 
is "Ii th tne pr 
pr ia the ~ost 
is not indep:mdent; since DLU"' mail1 interest here 
of the vector space~ wo hs,ve postul these 
convenient form for owr useo 
2 
@ 
2 If Jl1 g X.,,, and )!#;; Vii then Jl'/if"Ji§ :s J(.,,..;.y.,_ ~ @· Jf1 ~ @•Jt& ~ !!Jt81§ !!Kr)!. 
4 @ 
Xf"Y ;;'; Y'f'J( 
.f ·X ~ X 
tJo(Jt-1-y) ~ 
{e!~/J)·){ ~ 
5 @ If /J )( // ;:; () then y + X ;;; Jf ( all 
/Ii ?" Y JI ;; II x II + U YI/ 
II a 0 )! II ~ /a/ U x I/ 
ates we can prove that If){ j/ ~ () 9 an:i that '7'rhen 
2 is into resi:lue clnssGs :::ccoding to the elance relation = 
is a u.nique cle.ss of elements the properties of l7hose repli0 e= 
sentative z are 
( for all x) 
denote foli' convenience all these represent::::.tives 0 , The simple al= 
gebraic 1°ules for 01sni ati on of the el em en ts of E foll ow :readily~ and 
will not be dve'elt on in deta.il here. ·:1e remar·:C that = does not at all 
necesss:r indicate logiccd identity~ and tha:t~ in fal(;t~ it usually de= 
notes something other than identity in the :::peci:f:'ic instances 1.'l'hich sll'e 
o~ gre~teet interest. 
'.'!e sha.11 have to deal with spaces '.llJhich satisfy a furthe!t' pos= 
tulate: 
6® If { XPI} is an infinite sequence of el::m:1.ent of E such that''.:< 
'~ ''1e Hrite x=y :frnr xr=l•y • It is lt'eadily that if' \"Je let 
both x and y satisfy the conditions in 6"' ~ then x;;: y ~ so that the limit 
element is uni :::,ue to vri thin elements. 
lim I/ ){ti = ;t II ~ o 
/'j-1)'/J{) 
If ~~ satisfies 6" it is said to be c omplste s and •:ce cdl it a 
Let us suppose that ~( is a real vector space o From H:, '"Je 
3 
construct a c space c) in the following mannero ~(c) shall be the 
class of pairs f x,y} 
{ J(I J It j ~ I){ 1-) y'!,} 
[Xu Yt} + ( ){2, Y'?.} = 
where x,y are in ~(R). ,a define 
if and only if )(1 ::::. A':& , ft ;;:; y.,_ 
/ J, r Jfz , Yt 7 Y~ j 
(a r lb)- { X; Y} ;;:; f d• ){ - try J b ·X -r a.y) 
II I Jtp y) II ~ /11x11~ + I/ y II % 
It is easily seen that S(!J), thus defineds is a c ex vector 
ari:i there is a one to one isomorphism bet•:Yeen the space E( n) and the sub= 
class of elements of ::O:(C) of the form (xB2] ~ 'Jii'e m~y for convenience 
··n·iteB as in the case of' ordinary co:i:;plex numbers~ 
Je:'inition If E(R) is a real 'U'ector sp8_ce~ the c ex vector spaee de= 
!'ined abowe will be called the couple~spaee associated with E(R). 
It is almost at once obvious that 1( 1:::) will be complete if and 
if '~(R) is c c) will 
approach a limit if end if its real an'.i s 1v likewise o 
elements of '~ being defined as i~x = y~~ Q lllie can then int:rcoduce the basic 
concepts of topological end metric spaceso We ahall not :repeat the 'il'ell 
~nown definitions of open closed sets~ limit points~ c 3 and 
the like~ but shell confine ourselves to the adoption of a term= 
ogy es regards point sets~ eepec 
set of in ;:; deflned a fvmction o;: a rerll 
variable 
)( ~ tp(tj t@ ;! t .s. 0 
,{t) is continuoLl!s~ axd. such that ef (f} ~ tp(t') only if 
t"Vo points ins» there ,3xists a Jordan curve~ lying ins» with 
end points x <1J1 
Jo;nain: i\n open, connected point set in ~ o 
so:iw 2 all~ or none of its ~: pointso 
iJeighborhood of' a Foint: .1... don;,ain c the 
Sphere (open or closed): set of pointc de~ined 
fix= ,r,@I~ r ~ x@ is called the center of the sphere» an::l. r its radiuso 
The e et //~r = x,;)/ g;, r is called the etxrf ace of the 
on: /\. set S in:.!: is sd:i to be compa:::t if every .:.nfinite sot in 
=-~==~ 
S gives rise to at least one li:~it (not necessarily in 8)0 
etc :ragl vector space~ its 
as2ociated c e=space is the c 
every b set is c (the I3 ol zm1o='N elerst:rass p:rope:rty) o "le 
she.11 need the foll point 
'll1 curve in the plene is sai~ to b: normal i~ 
of' the 
on of the form 
.c:snt o 
set in the ane ::lefined 
'.~;·;sre lff ~.nd r a.re continJ1CJUS~ t@ ~ t ~ t 1 , '"ith continUO-:J.S first 
~ # &. ~.2riv::itives such tl1et f!J1(f) + yrrt) > 0 ~ an::1 two ons 
rptt 1 := rpet') , rtt} :;: rr1:1 
~ poin~ sot cu~si 
joine1 continuo~ely en1 to end.(' 
:'ini te nunber of times_; a e 
itself~ is ah<r"Jys a normal Jordan cu:rve ) • 
!le~ular Ree:;ion S: .~ closed region of the plane whose bow1~~ary consists 
I: 
of :?. :'ini te n.1·nbe:r of Y'0£vlls.r curves~ each of/\ cuts i ts0lf ~ or 8.11.0":.her 
we shall devel bri s or..;e cf' the 
notions and theorems on ·•:hich OvU' lat\"?E' c'York roets. ":'hese t~.eoro:,1s a:re 
sxten2ions of frunilir::_r results in the cl::wsic::..l 
to c o::-1e id er f'unc ti o:;rn ':'!nose over a vector r1pac0 ~ e.nd 
values r?nge ovsr ~ s3con~ ~e describo tlds si~u~tion 
that ti'l3 :'unction 
Let f( x) be 
,.?. Os~ood, (10~ p.159. 
:c R. Cate'.:H11x, (4) p. 0 • 
in a 
x) i s b ot)1.nd e :;1 ~rd uni 
5 
6 
Proof: Sup?ose the t~soren felsa. ~han if G is ~ c s:::t contained 
th3re is q;:: x ir. G such that #f(x)/J) :.:. 
i:":e obtr:.in en lnfini t3 sec:uence /Xl'U} in G 
• But since G is c ~ ::m:: :r is closed~ fXt11} 
• This cont:ra::liction proves the assertion 
th<;t remains bounded in G. 
Similarly i:':' ,,.e 3uppose that . is not c ontinu.ou s 
mul tancously the bro iti0s 
/IX~ x 1/I < 6 
'::hocse '.1n:Jl ::lenota th3 co:rrespcmding 
I 
o Then~ 
ss •ve may essu.me the sequence f xf1J so chosen that 
XP!I c ornr ::':rgcs to e. x@ in :,I. Since· 
//x,; Xo // ~ /IX~ - ){Pl# -r /IX,,= Xo I/ 
~.7e c oncl:Jde that xn ~ Xo al so~ SlXl.1 tl Jl1C e ~ in vie1(: of the 
?withe continuity of f(x)~ th~t 
Thi:::i involves a contradiction~ and so proves the thcor01!l. 
Theorem 2 Let { fn (;{) j be a sec J.enc e 0': functions d;:;f'ined end. con~ 
tinuous in 
uniform in every 
subset of !L Then f(x) is contim10us in J. 
7 
Proof: ~uppose x0 is ~ of '.J at ·'.·hich f(x) is dis:::ontinJ.ou:::o Then 
.:'or some t > 0 ''78 ce.n ·:"ir1:i Q sw::uencs f X'IJ] in a (in J) 
r-ibout x@ J r.>nd a seqU1Jl1.CG of positive nu.filbors I 1>'11 J J to Z3TO!i 
IJ Jf fl! = JI,, II < 61/ . 
Th" set c 
in this set. That is to say, wa cen dater= 
mine N, 
n~ N 
//f O<'/JJ- jtxl>J/I $ !lfO(,)- f~rx,,JI/ -r 11/f/ (lfctJ -;;,rxoJll + l/ffftll())- /tx~J/J 
~ ~ l -I= 1//11 ( ;r?J) - /nf ;(a)!/ 11 ~ N, 
an::l. 1 sil11ce f.11(x) is continuous, '.'le can choose 1/ so large th.st the :right 
Theorem 3 ion with VRl~es in a space ~ 1 , de~ined 
for x in a :iomain D of a space ~, , an:i y in a closed set F of a space 
x., 1 uniforml '""ith r::spect to y in Go 
Proof: Suppose the theorem false. Ther0there will exist c. nu'.:1ber e> 0 J 
s f 'j/171 } L1 G such that the inequalities 
sr3 vr.lid for values o:' n ~ 1~2~ 2 oeo Since G is Oi!l.p0.ct, m11d cont<dnetl 
in ths closed set F ~ '.'le ro'.J.y suppose that the points Yn r, onvcrge to a 
poin~ y 0 in Fe Then the inequality 
o < e < //f(Xn,Y~) ~ ftKc,'i.;JI/~ //f(X"nYv;)-ffXo,Y()J/J 
+ df rxo,YIJJ = frxo,Yv,JI/ 
the tnem= 
I f5 8 
l~er tE:nds to zer"o with -{ s anG. we are led to a contradicticm.o ==ence the 
is trueo 
Defini ticmg Let f(x) be a functio~ o~ ~ to :l.efined ir. the neighbor= 
nood of a point x 0 o If for each y in ~ the difference quotient 
regarded as a function of the nlJ.mbei~ r alones approaches a limit as r 
te~1cls to zero» this limits which is a function of Ys is called the 
fd/-f Jto+ ry)l dr lr-"'=o 
Svidently 
Definitiong The function f(x) (defined ~s above) is said to have a 
Frechet differential at x 0 i:' there exists e furwtion ~ ( y) with the 
l" 1f'(y) is linear = that isv defined and continuous throughout E» and 
?@ t) 0 'c.here corresponds a d> 0 such that !fyl< ef implies 
//ffXt>r)I)- ffXo) - Y°fJl)I/ ~ ti/YI/ 
For the Froohet diffelt'ential of f( x) at x0 we use the tlllotation d f ( Jfif}; Y} ; 
denotes the differential 9 with increment Yz ~of df(%;JJ;) 
lt'egarded as a function of x. It frequently occurs that in dealing with 
hi[her order di:f'fe~~entials all the inck"ements are set e:nial. '.'./hen this is 
the case we abbreviate by writing tf''f(x~y) instead of 
Of course the limit i:;uct be 
to zero; 'T is restricted to reel 
c ex if the spe~e is c exo 
of the manner in '':hich 7' goes 
is a real space» but may be 
I §3 9 
I If f(x) 1 on E to E ie defined . _.., in vne ne orhoo:i o'.:' x 0 1 
Rn:i hs s a Frichet differential at x 0 s it is continuous at x 0 o 
o Then vJhen //yf/ is sufficiently small, f(x 0 :t y) 
e 'YJe <ea.Jn choose d 1 0 < d < ~ so that J/y/J < 0 ies //dfft"; YJI/< §-; 
and at the sru~e time 
Then l/f ( J{~+ Y) = f l;f0 J I/< ~ .f- ~ := E "Vhen /lyl/ < tf. 
"'he0>ren; ""' If (f(©t,) is a function of a nllideirfosil variable 1 "ri th valu@!£' 
on·~ to :{1 admits a F:rec:het dif'fer·::mtial at x@ 1 then f ( qJ(txJ) 
regarded as a :'unction of iD1'. has :::. de.rivative at IO!.o 1 and 
Proof: By hypothesis <f(rtX} is 1ef'ined in a neighborhood of rJt.::: Ot@ 1 
and 1 being differentiable, is continuous at ()(" o ~3imila:rly f(x) is con~ 
tinuous at x,,, ; we see that f ( (/J(©O) is defined in the neighborhoo1 a. jt 
iDf. .:;;; DC@ o ·~e must prove that the expression /ff ( f{J(0!0 +LHX}) =ff ({J(©t@)) 
~« 
tends to zero Yd th Ai()( o Let 
Then 
But » and 
I §) 
/jY ~ d/fXoj ~)II= 
Li()( AO( II 
10 
/IJ~X/ 
by the property 2@ of the F:rechet differentialo ~he second expression on 
the right of the inec'.uality also tends to zero 'Nith ,tliOt ~ since the 
Fr~het differential is continuous in the incremento This completes the 
proofo 
Theorem 6 If f(x) admits a Frechet differential at x0 ~ it admits a 
Gateaux differential there~ end. the two are ·3qual o 
/ 
Proof: Define a function g(y) on E to 3: by the equation 
df rx();y) ~ /r ;fg +-y) = /rxc) + yryJ 
Then l Im //g(YJI/ ~ 0 
Y~ 0 !!YI 
Select 110'.'I an Erbitrary element y.p!. 0 in E 9 and hold it fasto Since 
df(xe;y) is homogeneous of the first deg:rGe~ 
/ r Jt<>? ryJ-t!:!f:! 
"T 
Yrom this we conclude that 
f ( xd of r j) = f o<o) 
f"' = 
£/'TY), l/y/j 
'I II yl/ 
If' y;; 0 the last equation is obviously true o Hence ':'re have plrOVEHi the 
Corollarx If a function f(x) admits a Frechet differential at a point, 
this differential is uniqueo 
If E: is the space A of real or complex nurubers» the Ga.tea.me and 
Frechet differentials reduce to the usual form 3 namely the product of the 
de:rivati'lre by the incramcnt» a function obviously linear in the increment. 
Definition~ By a polynomial p(OC) on fi, to S vile mean a function defined by 
an expression of the form 
j>(O() = 
11 
where a@~oo•~ ai:, a.re constant elements of Eo If srru-#@ p(©!) is said to 
b:i of deg:ree no 
on E to E
1 is called a polynomial if 
l o it is defined and continuous for each x in 8v 
2~ there exists an integer n such that for every x~y in S f(x+ ot·y) 
is a polyx11omial in ()( of degree :5' n. 
The least integer n satisfying this condition is called the degree of f(x}. 
The theory of polynomials spX'inging from ;ie two definitions 
is in itself of considerable intc1"est s:rnd. importance. 'Ne sh®.ll be con= 
tent to note the main results to '"ihich we shall haws to ref'e1° lateJt o 
~. homogeneous polyncimietl is defined as a polyx1omial h( x) ouch 
that h( oi x) = /'I Ol h(J~) foX' all 0( and ::q its degree is then precisely no 
Theorem 7 If' x) is a 
I 
"!bles over E~ to S ~ with the p!t'opertios 
This function is called the polar of h(x) 
th:: n 1h difference of h(x) 
I 
h (/),I){~----· tJl1J() e I !fl 
tJ,hfJ() = h(){-1-L§/,){)- /;(){) 
~ end completely symmetric 
it is exp1°essible in terms of 
IJ(t'#) h ( ){j 
il~'hr;rJ ::::: Li'" (rtJ,1 /Jf.JtJ) = h()(1-.tvr1-L12)()- hf)(+LJ,11 Jf) 
- /t( ){1-d;J() + /;{)(/ 
etc.~ tho n t11 dif'ferencc being independent of Xo 
12 
'l'heorem 8 A polynomial of degree n on 
, 
E to E is 
able as the SWL of p s of degrae ~no 
Theorem 9 If Jc) is a horaogeneous ~ al of degree n on S to E 3 
that 
JI h oo I/ ~ IV/ II J( I/ff 
111/1 ~,. ... , JtPIJ// { 11p l/;t,11 ·-·· II lnl 
The least such numbers are called the God.uli of h( x) and its polar, re~ 
2pectivelyo Concerning these moduli we know: 
I ;5. 
n.' 
Theorem 10 If' hf!( x) is a hon10geneous polyno::nial of degree n it has a 
Frechet differential 
Theorem 11 Let B be an aggregate of objects such that to e8ch b in B 
is o:rde1°ed i:i sequence of ele.ruents { Xlil(b)j of a vector space Eo Let the 
to a limit b)~ unifo:rml~ in bo If then l(x) 
...,I h is s. linear operation on E to ::.. s t e sequence { 1 (XPI (b}) J conva:rges 
to l(x(b)) o 
Proof~ By the we c m1 choose an integer ?; ~ indeper:dent of' b, 
S'J.ch that n ~ ~1 implicc.; // X11 (b) - X(hJ# < ~ ~ where f > 0 is 
·~rhen n ~ ] o This proves the theoremo 
13 
Ohs.pter U 
,L~alytic Functions of a Complex Variable 
1 o Our purpose in this ch::::pter :is to develop the theory of f'unctions 
of a complex variable~ when the f\..mction values Ue in a complete complex 
vector spcceo This will furnish the groundwork for a more thorou[hfoing 
gsne:r,:liz2t:i.on of the theory of cnalytic functions in the next chapter o 
i;~uch of the work is ' direct ca:rry~over from classical rmalysis 9 :md for 
that resson we heve omitted proofs ·Hhen there seer::ed to be no special 
'l'lsJ:'r,o.nt for the ropetition of well kn.m1n 9rguments. 
Let f(o.e) be a function defined in 3 domoin 'l' of the complex 
plane 9 ·.'Iith vsluea in c~ complex Bs.nach Sp'ce Eo Then f(!X) is B:-:id to be 
:wlytic in T if it h<:ce s derivcitive '.t e::_ch point of T; f(Ot) is said to 
;~e ·mlytic at a point 0(0 if it is in some 
:'unctions of ssvsral c ex variables th~ 1efinition is 
a. point in a 
in a r!o:n11ln of this space if it s.dn1its first pertial 
The line alo:t~g ~- curve in the plane of a f:(rx) on 
the c ex plane to the apace E may be defined in a variety of eesenticl~ 
b asc our d efini ti on on that of G .:-1. 'fot s or~ o '~ 
« ~pl~ne~ defined by 
pp.17 
an~ let f(©!) be defined s.n::l continuous on ".:: 9 "?ith values i1". Let there 
the first n of' these points 'lli)'hen arreng:Jd. in their proper o:rder on C 
( ~ccording to increasing t) o '.~!e Le.pose the con:lition that o.11 points of' 
the ser;uence be ::listinct~ and that gi V8n ef :;> 0 
0 < f (YJ ~ f Ml< cf 
it be possible to choose 
IN·/ Ii "' 
f {nJ .-nrl :; hf/ = o By the integr8-l of f'(O() over J 
we mea."l the foll limit~'~ 
:J:n order to show that this definition is satisfactory we shall 
prove the :Poll owing theorews o 
Theorem ,~ The integral of a c ontinuouc :'unction f(iu) e:dsts o 
'l'heormrt B Corresponding to P.J:1 Grbit:r2ry € > 0 there exist;:: a 6 )' 0 
that 9 then 
II 1 /{o() t/,O( = L (~~I - «~) /(/]4) I < f 
c It""" 
',?here ~/\ = 0( (t,1_) ) /5i = or(?/.) 
Theorem 'J The value of the integrel jfrotJ t/.()( is of the 
choice of the sec:uence for"'/ 9 provided that the conditions of the ::J.efi= 
nition are fulfilledo 
Proof of ,s z 2i:n{le f(or) is continuous oa a 9 and CJ is defined the con= 
tinuous function ot(t), f(ot'(t)) is a continuous 9 &1.d therefore uniform= 
•n,1e are integrating over J in the positive se:nse 9 ioe. in the direc;tion 
of increesing t. The can always b,s chosen so as to r2ake e, 
directiur '.?,lon~ IJ positiveo Clearly a reversal of the di:raction of inte~ 
,s:ration mc:,ely ctringos the sign of the integral o 
15 
fmction of t in the interval 
of t co that /t - t 1/ < d; 
ies //f(tX(tJ} ~ /(«(tl_)}j/ < -f s where 
)1 
l !Cl 1./U.b.L/O((fA+)-0t(t;£J/ 
If :o 
~or rrll sets of points ( y • Q .;_i JL s finite~ since 
'J is :rectifif'ble) o ::;ext choose n so large that for 0 1.1r sequence [ O(G'I j, 
0 < 
G onsider no':I' the c~ 
'.lter th:cw1 no If we designate 
so that 
Therefore 
of' ths points ot5 ,;z sc:t,isfy the condition:J 
t (11) t (11) h :f fs,ll -s /Lf/ 
o :~ l BO 
§2 16 
L 
final 
l definition~ the 
• ~e shall prove thet 
sstisDies the de~ands of the theorcn. To do t'r"'~~ 0, ...... r?'. SC1·,~.r,1n ":T , .. -,he'"S t t 
- -.&·, n k>-.-- •C"hg°"'~' /_;----•:; Prj 
88 f:pec:. :'ied, e.nd demote 
exi • Denote e.l so 
• If for some :r 
and 
, and 
/3s,li. = 0( ( f"s/i.} Then 
m ~ 
L [ < O(p+, - or;oJ f r1pj = L [( %11-01t)f(f6/,J + (()(7-/Z- ~,llJ ffF,J~J 1-
1' ""-t> /l::::o 
17 
?S,1. ~ ts+! ~ -cf ~ -t!q' - cf , 
so that t t I ~ _/ ( ,.,.... t (PIJ) / 'ls/l - ,.t' / < d, cf ~ a,,"ld. henc c ~ for - 2 '1 s,;z. f- // , 
/f 1- i~"''/ <cf,, Thi lends to the ine 
//f ft3s,1g,) - /f«,/// 5- /f(A,~)- /(orrt1Jjfl/(«fO)-/(tr/')J 
ir: v~i.rtcrn of' the LlnL'.'orm c of f o Thus 
the rectifiabil 
ow~ as in the 
that also Thvis final the 
Proof' of' 
the conditions laid down the :5ef:1= 
For dool ities 1'1e find it useful to d3fine the 
sion 
18 
a .iL:;tortion '"Yi thout stratc 
S L, u~ere c is arc-1 8l ong '.J fr om rx(J 9 and L 
98 the intee;rs.l 
in the sense already 9 of tho c ontimwus :'unction I/ r otts)J II 
3.l ent 
of th:::i the tris.nguhr ine-
7 
- 0 Fundrm1entol for our theory is the extension o2 Ceuc us theorem: 
Theorem 1 If f(()() i £ cnal ic in 
l L' :'(()() 12 continuc:n.w 
b 
oken ;;tp in-::.o 
o:"' 1:= '.H"o o::'ionted liko ':,he posi tivo rosl 
19 
boui:Yhrios o~ th5 component domains~ tnosG contributions 1~1hich e.rise 
of '3 occur in P'-"i~·s 'Pihich c sncel 
Ot.rt o 
?er s proo~ o~ Taoorom l ~e refer to th~ monogreph 
~ui:r:s tio c:t,0rrtiel ;:;oc!i :~ico.tion~ GV:~n though :s:·(rx) is r:ot nun ... ericolly~ 
'.ll theo:re;:ns are the followingg 
-~-~~2 If 'J is a rectifi?ble Jord.m curve~ and <f("T) is a function 
'7'ith v~lues in::~~ dsfined. a.n·.l continuous on C~ then the int0g:ral 
j 
:!efinos 8 :'unction r>nelytic st ovsry ©< not on Jo Itc derivstivc is 
/ 
F(dJ ~ f 
l roof: Let fX@ be a point not on a o Thon or0 m::y be L1bedd::;d in a neigh -
bori100:1 T ···hoce interior 8.:n:! 'uo:..md:::ry cont:::.in no point o:" !Jo If th.Jn ©t@+tfJ,« 
is a point of T~ 
j (/J('T) 47 (7-«o=LI or){ 7-«()) 
11l 
p3 
//rp('T)!/ un C ~ ::.. is the l 
20 
s.rd ;tJ is th:J loast 1istcnce fro:::n thci boanr1ery of' "' to the c"J.rvc :; 0 '.::he 
conclusion fol lo71s o 
in ~~r.;.:l 011 th,e t 'J of' So Then if ©( is fill in tori o:r point of S $ 
80 
vduos in '.': 1 such thst 
"/ throughout th;:, 
ll:if'ines a function ane in T 1 ~ith dcrivctive 
of T ~ 8.rd oe a. cin~le of radius 1° 
/,tJCX/ swall enough, 0(0 -f LJ,O( lies in:::iG.3 this cin:l0 1 01d 
21 
But ((){~ 1) is c ontinuaJJus in t and "T' on £ and C respectively l) 
a1°e closed point setss an:i is ther'ei'ore bot.mdedai se,y //qJ(l:,7)// ~ cy 
on the ctrrvec: in crue::itiono 0,lso /t - «a/= 1 s aw'!. ff~ cy11 =.dpt/~ JI:~ /d(J(/, 
Therefore!) letting L be the length of Cl) we have 
G /£1«/ 
h f A - /A(}( I) 
infer the truth of the theorem. 
Liouvillef s thcorew izes without diff'foul tyg 
- "' "( ' J.I I ©!) .1,S :7or all values of «X P and if /!f MJ/I < 11~ 
~wo further theorems of interest are the generalizations of the 
due to ~orera end ~aierstr~ss: 
Theorem 6 Lat T bs '.l domain in which the func·';,ion !'(©t) s ':1i th vs.lues in 
Ss is continuous. Suppose that the integral of f(ix) vru.1.isheo 'J'7hen taken 
closed corwisting of ::1 rectangle 'Hith sides p81.lra= 
e lyong ':;holly vii thin T. Then f'(ot) is ana= 
lytic in To 
Proof g Let IO(~ be 8XJ.Y in 'l's an'.l imbed it in~ small squaJte~ 11~ith 
in To ::., :Jt 0( be any point 
in the sc;.uG.re~ and. define 
* For proof see Osgoods (10) p.3160 
Thus 
/-(IJ( J t- J :fr+ J dt-
rcJJc/J 
F (vt' J = /-tat J = / (@(; = 
&( '= « 
ses of the 
I f 11 j(f) = /(i>i) /I /ti/ 
/o<-«'l lc~c~ 
22 
$ and .f Jd/:1-/ <( cfl./ot=(}(? 0 
C.J)tf:'t' 
/©!'-(){I<. o implies 
///tt) = /r(J()/ < 1: o Then 
l;C(~ = /-((}(/ 1 (o<) I< ~ 
0(/-1?( / ' 
The:refo:re F (IX) is 
in the squareo This completes the proof a 
Theorem 7 Let {U./ (d)} be a cequence o:' functions in a. 
s unifo:rr::i1y in every ar region S in To Them f(©t) is 
cnti~tion cf the series. 
Let q be ru.1 
in T) it is easy to prove that the series may be 
l!JlVe:r the b oundax'y C of So Using C 
I I{{)()?/.,()( = 
c 
in T. 
0 
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Let S be an 
over the 
b It=« I 
of the the 
4o By a power series on A to E mre mefil1. sn expression of the foirm 
ments of Eo "'e shall deal with complex va:rit?bles» and shall always sup= 
pose that E is completeo 
•'·:\< f'' If for a value CJ(~ ex© the terms of the series aJte boundedg 
':' This statement is justified as followsi the class of fUJD.etions rp(t:} 
defined and continuous on cu 9 with values in E» fo:rms a vector space E 
•.iwith norm //((JI/ ~ max II tp(r!:J/I o By means of the integral there is de= 
fined a linee.11' opetaUon on E to 'E.o '?ie then use Theorem 11 of I$ f5» 
~helt'e the class B is taken to be the set of points So 
'''t" 8. series E, UP'i of elements of S is said to converge absolutely if 
Ea #tt~ /I converges o When E is complete~ absolute convergence implies 
ordinary convergence» a.:rad also that the series converges to the same lim~ 
it$ no matter how the terms are rearrangedo 
Then 
II°' n a ... II ~ I!?.!. I 11 I ot/ ah II < ()( /J 
G ( I .;.. I !LI +. /.!LI "&. '1- • - - • 
tJ( tJ ()( tJ 
But ) 
is obviously convergent~ so the result followso 
Theorem 2 
Theorem 5 If the power series vanishes at the points of the infinite 
sequence of distinct points 9 then all the 
II ~4 25 
fined by the series) o 'Ne have the equations 
Burt then 
The importan©e of power series is explained by the generali= 
Let f(~) be analyti© in a domain T9 and let rtX© be any point 
Proofg We start from the algebrai© identity 
I I 
Let !){ be a point of T 9 a.nd imbed both it and fX@ in a regulal' iregim1 ~ 9 
with boundary 0 9 contained in To If then t is a point of 0 9 integration 
of the pre©eding equation leads us to the result 
:/'{()() .;;; /{«tl) + (ot-«{)J/l:@{tJ)+-· ., + 
We obse1cve in passing that the integral defines a 
ic within S 9 by II 9 §) 9 Theo1cem 2 o If ntCPw ex is any point inside the 
II ~5 26 
where /jf( 
this remainder te~"m beccrmes vanishingly small with increasing no 
The uniqueness of' the power seK'ies in ( ©t' = lfX@) is a consequence 
of Theorem 3 o 
ment» presents more diff'icultyo It is here that ~e first begin to see the 
special character of the classical f\mction theory» in the classification 
the singu.l 
at rxo. 
If IO{tJ is m isolate91 singVJ.la:t point of f(ix) » and if Um /lf(a//I ~@@ 
©!->'©!@ 
Con©erning removable singularities we have the result of 
If ©(© is aJ\"2 isolated singulm~ point of f'{Dt) » Md if /lf(©t)/ 
~"em::ains finite in the neighborhood of <X@ 2 the11J1 the singul is re= 
movable o 
Proof'~ Let CJ be a simple, regular icu:rve in the giwein nigighborhogd~ with 
21 
~I• j /ff:-) u f- ~ ·1 /ft} dr 
..ZlTI C t-~ 2111 r -t- -« 
the sense of integratiorn being afi indi©atedo NmBJ //f(t)//< G %Vithin C~ 
.f ;~~ 
and It- - {}(I J. /()( = «td = A > 0 ' ' o He&12ce 
!vt~/ f ;f__ rt:) uJ ~ _L, G d'lT A iJ ~ « dfT l«-&@/-Jl_ 
of the inequality is independent of 1'~~ the second integlfal thelfef'o:re 
vanishesp leaving the result 
~/-
f7Ti 
for e'i1J 
glfal on the right defines a function analytic at all points not on CJ» e:rad 
e in pc.rtfoule:r at ()(.::: 0(0 o It follows tha't lim f(©t') exists~ 
/IJI-;> ()( /) 
and the 
tionsg 
1 jJ) The orhood of the poilQ\t O{.;;;: <O© is that portion of the plane 
orhoodso 
2 ll I' domain T co:rartsins the point lf)f:: t» if it contains some neighbolP= 
hood of the pointo 
3 ® The at infinity is the cluster point of a set if giVE'Jn a posi= 
28 
R » no matter how [J tlrnre are points of the set for '.'Jhich !or/>l?, 
to consult the be= 
havior of f(i-) at If)(= o c •.r,!e then :iefine a function to be e.nalytfo at 
~ = oo if it is for all sufficiently large V:3,lues of 0( 9 and 
ii' lim f(~) exists~ '.'l'e set f( ©O ) to this limito 
To il some of' the situc.tions which preisent thems0lves 
es o Let E be 
Olns of a 
such e. ·.ve define its norm tCl be 
max I <pr.z; I 
/Z/:;:/ 
function of Of » 
point 0<0 o the fw<'1ction on the i:x -
/ (o() :;: e r(«)Z 
/ rrorJz Jin {tJf J.Z e is at fXo ~ with derivative 
The the sint:ular o of' yr (!)0, 
1/'(d)Z 
'•' To !D.G.ke 8W'8 of thio 'J!l'O ;;ierely obs'31'iJ'(EJ that e p r ed as 
a function of t11'1'o variables~ i~1_ru1'.1lytic in ()( for Gr>J::h z on the circleJ> 
thet the derivative J/r'{rx/ z e r(«Jz is c o:ntinuous in z for es.ch {)( :; 
s:ad finally that when ex is restY'icted to lie in e closed region about fX 01 
er(«)!: is ontinuous in Of Xl~ z 0 This is suf::'icient to 
show that f(IX) is di ff erentiabl e s.cc to the defini ti or" of II~ §1 o 
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I( r) ;;: of r(ex) 0 
If '!//'(«)# 0 we choose Jf('lf'j y,;;:: I~/ j $ and thus 
II/ r(/o II ~ 
/'if((}/)/ 
e ~i 
;:;.n inc 
e of: f(l\)t) if it is a pole o:' ~(Of) On the hand 
~(a) 1 then 
foll 
o In 
·":i thin the umi t a.boot the 
such th'?d:, 
!~/ f/{ou/ ~ e o Thus f(«) is 
To c 
a pole at tX:::: 0;o o In classical 
1 hoNaver, fer the T 
/{<X/ ~ Ir «z -1- 0t~.zz.>'1---·· 
2-/ 
in II{ o 
ete thie 
* cfo Osgood, (10) p.~28a 
Osi:;ood, (10) po7l!e. 
~aiaratraee 1 theo= 
to call a 
of f'(or) is 
of LetU'ent o 
':'heorem 2 Let f'(ot) be analytic in e. ring=shaped domain T whose bound= 
ary consists of' cone entric circles r and Co Then f(ot) is the BUf::l of two 
functions 
where qJ(@<j is analytic inside Cs exi.d 1/'(«) is in the extended 
Proof: Let °'o be the cente!f of the two circless wiwse r1idii '"°"~ shnll 
rs R (see figure)o Let S be 
a ragular region lying inside i::· s boWl!.ded 
respectivelyo Then 
when <X is in S s 
.L(ti() :: _I 1 f(f) df - I· l L!!l dft 
/ .AJ?i c +-a 2111 r -t~q 
both being in the counterclockwise senseo I3ut by IIs f5s 
Tueoral!l. 2 s these integrals define functions lp(«), =ii/' tot) j analytic &.t 
·11 not on C and f' respectively o Now let reJ;-.,. 0 o This does not 
e.ffect the definition of ~((){)at points aliceady attaineds since f(oc) and 
fP{OI,) do not depend on fi s a:nd r(()(j:;;: f{~t)= {iJ(OC) o lieim:~e we C0l'l 
extend Jf'MJ to a function Jfo(O{) defined and analytic outside r o 8imi= 
l ~(@I) is extended to a function (/J(a) as rec;_l),ired a For the analyti~. 
city of 'i-(r!)(j at tfJO W"~ note that 
/(t) df - 0 
f-or 
9.nd refe!f to the convention laid do'.m :'1bove o 
Corollary :Jnder the sas of Theorem 2 f(o<) may be represented 
/ (0( J = 
ar closed cu1l\'Ve in T ~ encl the point 0( ~ 0(@ • 
I (! 
h -t-i (rx-0t/)J 
To evaluate the c 
the 
small con= 
cm1tric ci:rcle r:; in the region thJLs fmcrued ico.tion of' Lawcent D s 
if the singular= 
that a finite xu.tube:r of the b D s are 
L2.u1:rcnt is 
I -f-
pole o 
a£J tlfle of' two p 
e function such as 
n fl ·I 
« ti{) + « d'; -1- - - - -1 a t-r 
/> ( 0() a~(} -I-... .,,.,.. /t~ 
e. sort of rational f\;&nctiono It.s al1'i ties a1ce es of' finite 
in case n> ~o It 
a irepresentaticm ratioue.l fractions$ as 'I"J<eJ ms.y prove in the 
by the ips.l of the ~u:uction at the po)@s 
rut1.'1 util 
The problem of 
arities in the part of the plane are poles of 
application of' '..~i ttc.g=Leffler us theorc:>mo 
l Let {ot11 } be s sequence of points in the compleJc 
such that a s~t of abstract poly= 
nomial:::s with cos:'fieiente in 1: 
A {t-/) fn (r;() :;: 0( I f-
(Vi) 
A1.1nl 0 unleso from a certaiir1 value of n on» g11 (Ol) :SO 
ip:::i.l in the 
f'ini te poiction of the plruH~ o ::11e ill.Ost such function is then of 
f{ar) + that is~ a 
on 
1're hs.ve fol result: 
':'heolt'em 2 If f(©() is an function which he.a in the finite 
pla:ne no othell" singul31dti8s than poles of finite orde;c ~ then it he,s the 
for .... 
ipal po.rt of the function at the pols: ?l/"17 ~ 
sn:i G(<X) is an entire :'unctiono 
G(P(J 
is e .. u rational onu of the 
):;fo<J 
'There c~.n not be more ti1::cn a 
:.11trnt be isole.ted~ clustcidng only (poodbly) et inf'inityo 
$ (10) Po 
III 
:7Dmctions in General .~nalysis 
1 o In this c:h2.pte:r 'Jl:'e shall deal with ti':'o complex vector sp2ces E.1> S.1> 
of 'nhich ~'is cooi.pletc.1> aJ.illd 1:Jith :"vmctions 0:1 E to 13: 1 o Greek letters vdll 
out subscripts.I> '.'Jill denote 
:Jef'ini ti on If f( x) is a fi...mction defined in e. domain D of the space S .1> 
the: welues of f( x) being in E: n 2 is s::dd to be in !) if it is 
continuous end has a Gs.teaux differential at eech point of Do _a function 
f(x) is said to be analytic at a point x 0 i~ it is in slbrme 
The :fundamental theorem 9 '.'Which enables us to utilize the results 
of the preceding c , may be otated as follo~s: 
Theorem l Let f(:K) be defined encl cont.inuous in a domain Do Then a nee~ 
( iu the sense of' I 
is in Do 
Froof: The sufficiency of the condition is obviouso It is also necessary 9 
d./ )(t' r .... .pf)(;,,'')(11 is in !) when /0(/ - or//< Ii 
f ( ~/) /{( 1-· . . . 71= «/ ){; -1- • • • - • .f ()(,,,,)th) 
r being sufficiently smallo 
is 
©l; in the circle 9 sirt:ice by hypothesis the Gate".lux 
differential 
III ~l 
©lude that ru:1 s:nalytic function has Gateaux differentials of all or@era 0 
If f( x) is enalytie in D it has Gateaux differentials of' all 
'Ye ha'1Ye to pnne that for any lt!.9 any x in D 9 fill)),d 00:11y y1 Po o 9Y;; 
in E~ the dif'f'eirential 0"7f(x~y19 ooo 2 :ir1;1) is de:finedp and is symr;letri~ 
j'(;fr()(,,Y;r····-r§f'l/lyM) which is an analytic :f\>mction of tt'1 9ooo 9 crlh 
all these variables aire sufficiently small in absolute '1Yalueo Con= 
sequently the partial deri'1Yati'1Yes of all orders exist 8.llld iu0 e continuous 
( 'OJ! ( !t .f-tl(/ Yt -!- - .. r tl(~ )/c,,) J o «.., --.... &«t if!o = r (); 
Two important questions present themselves regarding the differ= 
ential d' f( x~y) o Is it all"l. analytic fu.nction of X9 f©r fb:ed Y9 and is it 
linear in y? The answer to both questil;llns is affirm.a ti ve » as vrn shall show o 
9 theD 9 Xo J\,S a point of' D9 and choose en arbi tra:ry 
x + 'iY is in D when l/)(~J(o//<!f 1 and /'i/~A o With these i~estrictions 
·~ This theorem;; standa:rd in the calculus» :remains true \'lfhen / 
when the f\m©tion=walues lie in a Banach spait;e o The continuity in (1t1, ... frti) 
is a consequence of the continuity of f{x) and the theory of analyti~ 
:f'unctil::n1s of senrelfal compl1;rn: v2.1°ial1leso cfo Osgood» (11) po2L 
III ~lL 
0 being a circle of radius r about the origino Then 
the inequality 
for all 7 on Co That we can a©tually do this is a dire©t ©onsequen©e of 
it is continuous and has a Gateaux differential at each point of Do In 
order 'c.o prove that the differential is a lin@:tar function of' y 9 we first 
prove that it is additive and homogeneous of the first degree o 'Ne shall 
then prove that it is continuous at y = Oo 
lytic fu:nction of '7 at 'T= o o Accordinglyj) by II 9 p4 9 Theorem 49 
Howewerj) if we write 5= 7«; !J = 'T(S j) then /0(0 -r SJ/t +f Yz) is 
an ru1.alytic ful'l!.ction of' ~-' P) in the neighborhood of ~::: )} ::::? o o We 
have then the expansion 
37 
But the expansion of the left membeX' as a poweJr series in "f' i1:1 
we obtain 
This is precisely the :relation 
rf I (){ti;{)( 1' r?Y2iJ = IX o/f!ro; J'l) + f3 elf ( /{eJ Yz-) 
It :remains to p1cove that Of(x@$Y) is continuouso As in the 
p:roof that the differential is continuous as a function of X.v choose :r > 0 
such ths.t when C is a circle of :radius :r about r:;;: o 9 
fo:r all sufficiently small // yl/ a Recalling that 
-
1
-j /Oto I- 7 Y) - rfXo) j 
,;z // I ,.,.. .,._ a "I C I 
Let E. > O be gi'lfeno SinJ;·e f( x) is continuous at x,, it, is possible tl6l 
ehoos® O> o such that //YI! < sf implies ///f;f0 f'IY)-/fX0Jf<: Ac 
when Ir/= h a Then JrfJ/Xo) y)/ <:: c 9 and we are througho 
tinuoos function of i~~s n -r 1 a:rgumentsg 
Theorem 2, 
'~ The eJxtension of the main results of II to fulnctio1,11s ©f several com= 
plex_variables presents no difficultieso In particula!' the Cauchy integral 
formula and the Cauchy=Taylo:r expansion theorem follow readilyo The nec~ssary 
definitions and theorems concerning multiple power series will be found 
in Osgood~ ( 11) » p o~9=50 a No essential modification is :requb~e<L 
III j1 38 
<f'1'
1
f(Jqy1 [}Ooo"yf'I) is an analytic function of x in D» when y1 ,,ooovYn are 
fixedo It is continuous in the set (xsy1 9 ooo 9 Yn) at every point where it 
is definedo Therefore it is 9 for each x 9 a symmetric multilinea:rt' function 
of Yuooo 9 yl'l; in pa:rticula:r 9 Of(:iqy 9 ooo;;Y) is a continuous f\;mction 
of x and Ys homogeneous of degree n in Yo 
P:roofg Silrwe cf'
1
r(:iqy1 9 ooosYl'l) is linea.X' in each y~ 2 W5!.d continuous in :ic 9 
it follows by a theorem of Kerner ¢ that it is continuous in the set (x 2 
Cauchy 0 s integral formula for fu:nctions of several variablesv in a mani.,er 
similar to that of our proof that cf' f(:iqy) is continuous in x for fixed yo 
The other assertions of the theo1°em are evident in view of what has al= 
ready been provedo 
2o If f(x) is analytic at a point x@ the radius of analyticity of f(~» 
at x = x., is dafined to be the lal0 gest positive numbel<.0 p such that r(x) 
is analytfo in the region defined by /IX- ;(0 I/< p 
Thet0rem l If f( JI:) is analytic at Xo 9 •.with radius of analyticity JO 
there~ then f( Jt) may be eJ(panded in the form 
/00 = /{Xo) + o/fXo;){-Jto) f----- -r r!/ rf~(J(,,;r-~)-1--·-
This series converge:EJ and defines the function for eive1r;l x such tha"!, f/;{-)(,,f/<jJ, 
o We may then choose :r so that I< A < '% o The 
function '}?( 'T) ::::. 
C of radius r ~ith center at r~ o 9 and continuous inside and on the 
circleo Therefore 9 by II~ §4 9 Theorem 4~ 
I' // y!i'(o) -r ,.,;,,.(dJ -f- ..L p (()J-f- · · - - · · 
r z/ 
III §2 
somewhat more intensivelya 
Theorem 2 
_1_ 1 _L { 7'J() .A T_ at'/ 
d// / C /H?-/ 
a c set of points such that /IJ{/:5'ep ; then 
l!Jt II .s & p 
l/f('TJ(j // is 
x in G and r on CJ o To prove this it suffices to shOi"J' that the 
pob:d:.s 7J( is compact (cf a I!J §5!) Theoi1'sm l)o Suppose 9 then9 
o LEJt G be 
set of such 
that frx} 
is an infinite aggrega'r,e 9 with x in G 9 and "T ma Ca The points r have at 
least one limit point 7 1 on 0 ~ e.nd we may select a sequence f ~ J convewging 
7" o The corresponding sequence [X"} 9 lying in G" coutains a sub= 
sequence cornreirging to s. point x 0 3 and !IX//~ &p o This set 9 and t.he 
co~0!0 espond:i.ng set of 'T 1$ yield a soquence 9 which fok" simpli~i ty we may 
and so 
c'Vhen :Jl: is in Ga Since r > l the mem.beir on the right is the tem 
of a con~ergent series of constentsa This proves the theo:rema 
III §2 
So f'alf ';'lfe have not gained any information about the moduli of 
the homogeneous pol;raomial s r'r( x 2y) o Our fb0 st purpose in getting an 
appraisal of these moduli is to prove the important result that the 
Gateaux differentials with which we have been dealing are in fact Frechet 
:l.iffeirentials o We ha we to prove that property 21; of the definition in I~ 
§ 3 is fulfilled o 
For definiteness choose a mimbe:r () < p 1 < p 
implies 
Then let us agJree that for &"1 aJrbi trairy y .ji 0 we shall choose r so that 
o Then 
whell'e C is a circle of' radius r with center at r:::: o o Burt~ y being 
is a continuous function of 7 on ~ 9 and so has 
an attained maximum there~ 
This gives 
t:ow 
so that by the definition of M(y9rL 
~ 11/r £oJ II G 
'o'll'here Gr is a constant o Thus we have 
III §2 
?!! G /lytf n 
~" 
. 
.) 
this inequality gives an. upper bound for the modulus of' Jnr(x0 ;y). Now 
when // y II< A the series 
(IY!lj~ -1-
A 
I 
©'Oltli:·e:i&~ges to the limit /- //YI/ 
P1 
.Hence, by Theorem. 2 
~ 6 ~L 
117 f Xo f Y) - /tXP)- cf/f.Xo;Y) / ~ I- !J!lf A '2-. 
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p I 
ari.d from this inequality it h e;asy to p:row:e that d' f( x~··;y) is the F:roohet 
differential s:''i:. ::1: 0 • 
Theorem 3 If f(x) is analytic at a point x0 it a&nits Frechet differ-
ential s of all orders in the neighborhood of the point. 
It should be noted that.this theo~em depends on the fact that 
both E and E1 a.X'e complex vector spaces, E1 being complete, so as to in~ 
sux>e the mcistence of the integral of a C'on.tinuous function. 
). Coll0 responding t,o II, f5~ Theorem 7 we have the follovring generali-
Theorem 1 
domain D,, and let the se:des 
11;(;() f- Uz.f7) I- - - -- - ~ 
converge unifo1'.Ully in evei~y com.pac.t eet extracted from an arbitrary closed 
analyticr in D. The dif'fel'e:ntials ·of f(x) a:r.e obtained by t'.0:rimwise diffe:u.~""' 
entiation of this seX'iea. 
Proof: The se:1des obviously converges and defines a :f\n1©;Jiion f{ x) in D, 
which is continuous there, by I, §~,Theorem 2. We have to show that f(x) 
has a differential at each point x0 of D. Let y be 9!l arbitrary fixed 
the set of values as 
~ 1 !lt11 lies ir: ::, clocod sphere in ::i. The function f( x,,+ cry) is 
s.t "T :=. o 
The theorem just proved is of 
orties of strassian 
'J'H'll shall d0fine power series 1 utilizing the con::: 
set forth in I, §3. 
::i. powor series is merunt a 
8 
/IJ{l/!5 &p where 0 < 8< 1. The 
Theorsw 2 
of c 
See 1 ho7JeV('llf' » '.:-h0 r'Smark?o in §7 on the 
g"mce of' u po'.:l"er r:eries. 
of the 
of polyrrnmid 
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J::oarngr:me ous is for all values of x1 with the 
Froehet differential dh11 (){~Y) = nh,,/ (){r.,X~y) 0 (See I1 §3~ Theorem 
':'.'heoY'm!l 2 If a pOWGK' series vaniahes f'or all values o:' . .._ l, '4.d s argument in 
::m arbitrarily small neighborhood of x = @1 then its individual terms 
vanioh identically a 
Proof: Suppose that 
no(J() r IJ; (;() f- ..... == 0 
'"'""hen 1/,(1/<lz » and let x 0 be c:ny 
if Ill/< tf~dj o For Sl)lCh values of i\ ~ 
ho{ ~tJ) f-) /J;ft'o) -!- ).z.l-Ji (Jt~} -1- - -- ..;;: tJ 
II~ §Li» Theorem 31 the coefficients of this power aer:ILes in 
~ must be zeroo Since x 0 was arbitrary this completes the proof o 
Theorem h, 
Proof': Let function defined by the power aeries 
for //){// < /} o Then al so» theo¥'eus l and 2 of 111 1 §2~ 
and this is a power ser1os ·c:ith ro.diu::: 2t leest as 
Theorem 3 » 
fo¥' ell values of Xo 
e we have the ~ell 
""" Theorem 5 Let f( x) be the function defined .the p0'7Y8X' s0)['l0s .£; hn {!() 
(!! 
its of c onveirgence 1 artd let U1c serieo c onv8x"t;e for the 
value z.: x,, mi tho sphere l/){l/::jJ o Then 
'.Yhcn the c ::ilong '.:', peth included bet':1een 
chord~ of the unit circle which pass thr A= I 0 
"'° It s'Jrf'ficee to prove that the series L_ h!'J(.rJ)(o) c 
() 
o!' the specified kind ot A = I o :'o 
thl e c onf:ider the rame:inders 
'When n 0 5 n := Po But 
L It/(( A Xo) = L A KAI( (Xo) = 475 1-)"(S -s r:irs -J ) 
'111? ",w f1 li;V? ;;,w; 111m-1 /('=/'? K:I'? 
/J L fur(A%o) J :!- c /1A~)te+1/ ~ · · · f-/)PE<:! dt/-1- /JJj 
K:::.11 
< 
... 
/1-4/ J ~ -1-/ 
!-/),/ 
sinc'3 /)./<I o Thio to establish the uni:'orr;:. con~ 
s b .A , i!' the is such th2:t /!=).I is bov.nded as ;;~ I 
!=/;// 
e the condition /!-)./ '.5- A (1-/,1/) 
~here ~ is an arhitr constent, ~ > 1, ~e ~ini that it will be satisfied 
A to lie inside thet portion of the unit circle 1J0'~11;cded 
the curve 
the c 
If- A~& 
I- A._ 
cb.ous the 
45 
of tho l:lnd 
conv'"rgcs ab inside its e. ~his enebloe us to 
:!raw the fol: cone lusiong 
If "ths radiuc of' c onve:rgence o:' the FD~"' er series L J;Pi (){} 
Lim 
= 
//!(/I:¢ 0 
l~roofz et g::: ~;(; o ti i::.t /~//.:: .P • Tl10n the seriee 
""°' ~ LIA., r ~ ~JI/ = LI Jilcil/ IJ,J sJ II 
0 l!I 
converr;es 1;;hnn /A/< L ~ rio "';h'.:1t 
l 1/n -~ llJ,,rsJI ~ _f 
/?-7.CO 
':'herefora 
.l1ffl. 1411 ( /() ,-!:; ~ ~ //J(/ 
If--$>()<? 
The extension of Lio·!vil leu s tt.eorer:: is ~bshed. 
If f( x) i3 s of E~ 81.1.d if //f( I/ is 
is e. c onst~mt. 
consider the function o~ the c 
II~ f5 9 Theorem 5 this function is a consto.nt 9 end so has the same 
value at lX = 0 e.s at rx = l. 'Thus f( x 0 ) = f( x 1 ). 
theorem regarding a ft.unction defined means of 
ortance. 
Theorem 2 Let ,; be a roctifie.bl e J o:rdax1 &urve in tho c ex plane o 
functi o:;. continuous on (") ~ 'nritL values in E. Let f( x) be rut1a= 
lytic in a ::.loll:::::ln :; o:' 8, '.Jenoto b ~l the oet of pointo x in E such that 
x --19 y( "i) is in D for all r on C. Then the 
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F(X; o<} = _[ rr:%f- ytrJJ ct'T 
c -r- "" 
defines a function analytic in G for each o< not on C ~ and a!l!.aly-tfo as a 
function of 0( at all points not. on CJ, for each x i:n G. It is continuous 
in Jr and ex together in these I'anges 3 and 
I /(Xf 2trJ) dr 
{ ('T- ()( )"2-
c!F(X/X;z) = j 
c 
d'/rxr-ytrJ;.zJ 
ctr 
r- o< 
Proof: We aife asstmling that G is non~empty. The asseJi.•tions :regs..X'ding F( J:,()() 
as a function of' ex alone are consequences of.' II, §5, Theorem 2, since 
f( x + y('T)) is continuous on. C. 
The set G is open; for suppose it contains a point x 0 • Then 
Xo + y( 7) lies in D for all r on 0. Since D is open,, with eac;:h r the:K"e 
is associated a l~rgest positive '~ 6?" such that with.out exception 
( 7' fixed) implies th~t xis in D. Let us suppose 
If then II X- Xo f < d' $ x lies in G, fo:r when. 7 is on 0 
so that x + y('1) is always in D. We have yet to clemonst:rate ~r,;,he e:dstence 
of rf. Suppose that Lu.b. [cf'"T}-=o. Then there e::Jdsts a sequene:e fr;,} 
on 0. Then 
y( 7;,) ~ y( '71). Now cf7 /:;i 0 , and wi;;i may e:hoose n 0 so that for all 11"tlrgelh' 
vs.lues n, /jyrr,,; - y(71) II< ~ rJ;-1 and cf~ <( -ff" °'7-1 
':' There is the exceptional possibility that d'7 =a? , i.e. D is id.enti= 
cal vrith E. This ©auses llO t:rouble, howeve:r. 
Then 
cn::I to insui0 e thiort x lll.e iT~ !'l it ou:'fices to require t£1at 
this c the 
not on Co '~! e ho.ve 
7)) i3 lio1.1mded on Go 
o Let e >0 
ff ( J{ r-Y(~J) ~ /t )to? YfrJ) / < 
J( .! .rtfif) k 
of 'Jgi //tJfor yrr;)/< 11 
if is less than the 
x 0 of G dim:>. ex io r~ot on a o Let z h::: eny point of r; o Th:;:n 
ic an 
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each 7 on 0, and it is ©ontinuous in. ~ 1 7 together. Therefore, by II, §:J, 
Theorem 4 the fm~ction 
is eJ:Jt.e.lytfo at ;\ = O and its derivati'ile may 
under the integral sign. Sin©e 6 F( :x 0 , o<; z) :::: 
completes the proof. 
obtained by diffe:rentiatior. 
[oF(Xo+AZ/><) 7 " thb 
0..{ ~=17 
Theorem 2 Let f( x,?") be defined for all values of x in a domain D of 
the space E, and f' on a rectifiable Joi~dan curve in the complex plane. 
Let it be analytic in D for ench 7 on a, and con:'6inuous in bothvari~ 
~bles together. Then the integral 
defines a function analytic in D, with the differential 
The only point a:t which we need coimnent on the proof of this 
·theorem is that con©erni:rag the continuit.y of F(x). This follows as soon 
as we have observed tha:i:. f(x~r) is continuous in~~, uniformly in 7 on 
the curve O, because of I, §?, Theorem 3. The theorem then is a dire~t 
consequence of II, §?, Theorem 4. 
Theorem 2 finds an application in the following generaliz~tion 
of Riemam'l n s ~u:.heorem. in II ( § 5, Theorem 1). 
Theorem ~t If f( :i~) is ana.lytie 0 < /iJ(- Xo// < J, , and bounded in this 
r&1ge, then lim f(x) e:ldsts, .:: A1 011d if we define f(x0 ) = A the 
...r-/Xo 
function is then analyti©: at J~ 0 also. 
Proof~ For convenien~e denote by D the domain 
Choose a fixed element y f:i:om E,. sueh that l/y/= / , and eon.side&· the 
fu:netion 'jfo('T} = / (;er- ry Jo 
Which 0 < /)(- %0 1/ < £ IJ 
, whe:re :i~ is a fiJced element of' D for 
such that x + 7 y is in D~ that is, for o~ /'Tl < //x-%0 II run.d 
the hypotheses of ·the theorem rt?/ is bou:nded in the 11.eighbo:rhood of 
allowix:n.g fox" a possible completion of the definition of "Y'tr) on 
circle 1r1= tx-,.r,,fJ 
if'{()) :::: / {X-J = //r~r- ry) t(r 
c "T 
where 0 is a ccirele about 'T= tJ of :radius .f_ I; . This l'epresen~"ation is 
• But the integral 
the theorem follows at once. 
5. Isolated singub.r poin:'Gs of a function f( ::i~) are defined precisely 
as in the case of a function of a complex vali:'iable (see II, §5). Likewise 
we define removable singularitiee &tnd poles as ·before, and ag:reei to C'all 
all othe~~ singularities essential. ~Je have already proved the f'undemen-'c.t>J. 
theorem regardirxg i~emovable singularities (III 3 §4, Theoli:~ein4). Next we 
prove a theorem analogous to that of Laurent. 
Theorem l Let f( x) be &tnalytic in the domain D~ 0 ~ r < // x II< R. 
Then f'(x) may be expm1ded in the fo:r-w. 
/tYJ -
_L_ //-./ ?' )") d r.-
2/// 71tr/ I 
c ~ < /J ..c I? about the origin in the 
lfX~ r llX/l 
50 
c in. ever:/ c 
?or a fixed x in D 1 f( O{ ){) is A < /cf/< _L II l(I/ //){II 
en as ~bove o Since tho of conve1°goncc includes 
the Q = 1 1 ~e obtain the expansim10 To c the proof' 
numbers /3 A </J</</J II){/ r1 ;v,_ 
2lei:;:ents x of this seto Then if x is in 8. c 
~-~alities 
lf1 
h 11 
Iii. 
A~ 
~£.. 
!/){!! 
cot ':'rn obt'.°lin from te,e 
z. ar2 ,1ppo:r bl.l•.mds of //f'('lx)/' on circles of :radii ;0.1 
:"et o '?ince tlw series 
convorges 1 tho proof l'' ace ishedo 
It is a ~r..r 11en 
:r <//xi/< R, 
;~ °!::oth °'°' • ;,1118 
It • 4 is vO be e:l that t:rn 1Jost ~d ties of' 
fu,,"lctio:vi.s of an ebstr'.3-ct vurlnble '7ill not be isolated o For 
±"unctions of several c ex ve.rie.blos 1 foY" in;:;t::-11.c0 1 poles a:re never 
III §5 
a:rities of such a function are ~'lot ir:0olcite1~ :m:l their classif'i~ 
zv.tion is c complicated problemo 'Ne sh:::.11 ~.cc 
the space sij is 
the vo.lues of 
10'."1ing,~ 
not vcni eh there 9 the1-'l 
:x) :::. functional o 
of :'unctiorp:i v:o conclude the 
f\:nctional in a :'J.omain :;J ~ and does 
rf/or;yJ 
fl£tJtJ] 2.-
in D ~ OJr•d 
c..ri tl ~3 o 
Proof: Let 
//{JtJ =A/< E '.'~1::: :-, < I ~ x 
I /fK)l-,4 1~ 
I 
on:;truc td,. 
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of' c ex-val U;Jd cont inuov.s fun:::d:i on:J 
is a f'u.:nction::l 
f'illing out 8. 
in s~ than = : [:_( :!. 
For exs®ple, c onoiC:cr :? [ t,( x)} 
§lfX) :: fxtlJdt 
0 
Tho :ft.n1cti 011al 
I 
I= :JOO 
I 
[ X(tJdt;;;: I '"" 8 =' pole :'or all points 
Lion?.1 I 
I I fOtJj 
ncs an 8ssenlial oingul2 
It iG int::res'i:.inz to note that the sbovc functio::1::i.l g,( 
ous polynomi~l o:' 
io a 
52 
n 
Vo 
I: J,o therefore i::,possible to cLarc;.cterizG pol;ynoJ..Ubl::; s onti;cc :'unctions 
~1th" pol~ i2t in~inity 1 • 
t~o z~ch coupla-cpnccs, azcociated 
Let us no~ suppose th~t ~ 1 (1) is c z) is de= 
in tarL:ls o:' tho pr 
In ord3r th~t f(z) be 
continuous first 
th'lt the 
(I) 
n) 
• ' 0 
entisl 
//l'!J // z -1- rdz) ~ /czJ 
'7"-?CJ r 
HGnce in 
o/{z;tJz) = //m[ /;(X?t°4J(Jy)-~()(_,y)-f-1,°/2 ()(t-i-4,lj)l)-th~Jl,1 
~~o t 
p'.?rts he.vs limitso 
obtain 
r:::r §6 
fouT terms on the right must be continuous in (x~y~.1 'Nhen :ic + i ·y is 
ia 3(R) o On equating cor:respon:iing parts 'lie ob= 
tain ec;uotions (l)o The continuity of f 1 and. fz.. is s. c~:mseqm:mce of the 
To p:rovo ti1e su.f:'icioncy of the con:Ii tions riuppose 
olemcmt of :::) ~ an1 consider UH~ expr:;;ssion 
f' ( z -f r 4 z) =/t z J == 
7 
/1 (;tf'SA%-tLi~ y1- fa)(-1-SLijl) - 6o~y) 
"' iS+ //-
+ / /z. ( ;(l-5Li Jt-iL1}0 )11-f A)(-l-SLJYJ-/'i,,r ;t;y) 
s+ lt 
1i ~ consider the function 
:Jud odruitc continuous first p?.rtis.l 
"'e d·emoru::tro.te tho theol:~eu1~ for ~ t'.':o v2riableS$ 
th:; gener':ll case is proved in a simileJ:" racJane:r o 
·,o:e have 
/(s1 t J - /to1 tJ) - s /s(tJ/O) - th (~tJ) == 8 (s1 t-J 
/l!ff Cs;t) I 5 //'ts;i:) -/f.>/o/- if'ers10J/ "/'" /lft'§,;I)) =/lo,;iP)- sf;(tJ11)J// 
/S/rlt/ IS/ 1- It/ IS/ r l;f/ 
m11 from this 
'..lni:'o:ra: c 
I= t //ft (s1 oJ ~ft (o1 o) / 
/S/ f- It:/ 
:!-" II {tie (5,tf/-J;t~~J}det/ 1- 11/t.1;0)-(rtJ/l)-Sy(iMJ)//? //*fSJ@}-~(@_,@)// 
IS/ + /t/ /Sf 
the result foll ow s ~'; i thout fficul ~a s raault of the 
O p £> ( R 
.!. ~t g ~ 
is 
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Ji{s1 t 1 t(/I') = /-(o1 tJJ~tJ):: S ~ (o,o.Ao) + t lf;{tJ;°,p1J~o) r- i!li',,(IJ/lyO/O) 
-f v-7Jr-(0)0Jo.10J of- G( s,,t,«1r) 
117h'.'Jlt'O //PJ?1 //ti {s,;t /tr,, v) / ~ 
0 
15/-1- - .. -!-/?!-/ (S,· .. 1J")--7(t}-;t') 
Therefore, when expressed in terms of Gateaux differentials ,ll ·::a hove 
J3ut 
7t ( Jlt-S tfl /f= f ,tJ y, yi-t£J,;t-rsAy) = /1tJ9YJ:::: s <!r'1 t~Y;AJ()- td)rr;r~yi4Y) 
f' rd'yf; (~)I) tJ.)l}</-S ri'ylJ {~Yid)!/ 
+ g {s1i/~$) 
is a sinibr relation 
use of the equations ( l) '."re find that 
/ ( Zf- 74.Z)-/fz/ [{ .!' , J 
7 = <fx h (~y jtJ i) = Ux A, ( X,)J j 4)1); 
t-/{ <Ix;; f~y/~l} + lx/2 t~y;LJJ)) J cs;lt 
? d+-l!l 
JI/% +t' JJI~ It// f /111/ 'I , :md /7/ ~ ~ (Is/ flt/). From 
thio ~e conclude that 
//m 
- 0 
!"n:l henc 3 that f( z) hn.s th2 ii fferential 
::'.incc 
d' Ir z; ,a z J = cJ; f; t x, Y) LJ ;t J = cfx I"" { lt; Y; 4 y J 
+tfr!)fffJ1f;£JY)-t- tf;f~ r~yJ.tJJ()) 
f g. s.ir·c continJtous ,ll so is f( z) ~ and f( is m1<;1lytic. 
The k.rw·m properties of 0 f( z.:; A z) $ :J.8 the 1iffcrentiol of' en 
ic :f\1nclioa» Gtlcble U8 to rlr-;:w conclusions 8.bOUt the prop01°ties Of 
the functions f / ~ f .,__ ~ rmd theiic dif:'erontlels. The V'.?.rious Gateaux 
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differenti~ls are in partial Fiteehet differGntial s; their linea:ri ty 
ad.mi t total 
~rechet o1ifferential so 'I'hat is» 1ne regard the element psir ( x 2 as a 
single element in a cou:posite space such tha:t 
•;;ith a similar expression in f~(x.ily)» then 
d'/rz;LJz) = tf/;(~Y;~)IJ)+ ldjz.f!f;YJ~1 1J) 
7!hrr"' LIZ::::. §-1- t'IJ o ~"rom this 2 and the fact that //dZ//~ l/s//-1- 1/11/ 
Theorem 2 
is in a do1as.in D of the couple=space !(G) .9 then f 1 and f z. ad= 
mit total Frechet differentials in D » and these diffc:rentials 2 for fixed 
values of tho increments» are such that 
""' is axJ.alytic in ::Jo The partial Frechet differentials of f'1 and f z. , of 
'111 orders$ exist and are continuous i:n Do They have certain symmetry prop= 
eriies ~ such 3.S 
~;I (~JI;~)~) = o;~;; {Jt)YJ 5"1-) ~) 
0t; /1 rx) rJ ~, 11; = o;x /1rJ//)I; 11 ) sJ 
The proof :requires no eleoboratio:no 
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7 o In this concluding pare.graph we shall tur:n our attentitnfJL to the 
relation of the foregoinc; 17.rork to that of other ''iri ters on the same sub= 
jecto The memoirs of Gateaux 9 already menticmed~ deal with special cases~ 
and our work may be regarded as the logical abst:racd:.ion and completion of 
th0se memoirso 
Professor Norbert '.Viener~"' pointed out the validity of Cauchyu s 
integral theorem for abstractly=valued functions of a c 
a_nd so opened the way fol(' the systematic developments which we have given 
in II o 
The work of the Italian rn.athematician 9 Luigi Fantappie ~";, on 
ttanalytic functionals 8 is not directly corunected with omc general theoryo 
Fantappie conside1cs operations F [ f'(z)] such th1rt to each function f( 
analytic in the sense of Weierstrass (Le. a complete monogenic funiction) 
there corresponds a certain complex numbero Such '.1 functional ©pe)("ation 
is said to be analytic if i;Jhen f( z ~ IX) depends analytics.lly upon IX in a 
function of ~ o The 
difficulty which prevents such functionals from being incluied in ou:r 
th0o:ry lies in the fact that the clasl!> (A) of ccrmplete monogenic f'unctions 
ie not a vecto)(" space. Various topological questions COKllnected with this 
class have been investigated by :.'.inetti '~'~':' » and it appears that certai.11 
of Fanteppi6'ij s analytic functionals are not continuous according to the 
topology suggested in his worko 
In spite of these matters the underlying notion of Fan.t~ppi{us 
definition may serve as a definition of analyticity ec;_uivale:nt to the 
* ~. ,iener, (l~) pol39o 
*':' Lo Fantappie» ( l) and ( 2) o 
*** S. ~inetti, (9) Po 118 ffo 
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one ~hich we have usedo Let us phrase it as follows: 
Definition 
.A functior~t( x) on ~ to :3: 1 is said to be analytic in a do= 
main D if 
1° it is continuous in D 
2° whenever (/J (IX) is an analytic function on C to l:'.:.j) and T is a domain 
of the plane such that qJ (ix) is analytic in 'f 9 and rff (tx) lies in lJ when D< 
is in T ~ then f( ~ (o-)) is analytic in To 
This is clearly sufficient to insure the existen~e of the 
Gateaux dif'ferentialo Condition 2" is also necsssary 9 for g,f f'(x) is ana= 
lytic 9 it admits a Frechet differential in Do Therefore 9 by I 9 §3 9 Theorem 
5 3 f( <p (oc)) admits a derivative 
?J/ { (/J(d)j ~ 
00( 
whenever <p (ot) is in Do 
s definition of analyticity very similar to that which is ex= 
pressed in our theorems on power series was used by RoSo rv:artin in his 
thesis~ and subsequently by Professor lLD. Michal and others o'~ '',cco:rding 
to Martin a function on E to E 1 is analytic at a point x 0 if it admits an 
expansion in a series of homogeneous polynomialsg 
t'l:;> 
/ ( )tj :;:: L: J,h (}t-/to) 
71 =a 
If mh"' is the modulus of h11 ( :ii::)~ an:l the series f,. ml71AM 
0 
is convelt'gent when /}v/<.fJ ~ jJ is called the radius of analyticity of the 
function at the point x = x 0 • When the space 3: 1 is complete this implies 
':' Ro~L Martin~ (7) p. 53. ,•,oDo I.:ichal and AoH, Clifford~ (8)0 AoD. 
r,:fohal and R ,S, :.:artin~ ( 8a). The last two papers deal 'uith various appli= 
cations of the theory to problems in general analysiso 
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that the seiries defining f(x) is Wl!.:!'Lfomly convell'gel.1t when f%=}(1Jl/~8;0~ 
0 < e < la It would theref©lre seem th~3r, this radius JO is sm.all6r than 
ll0 adius of analyticity as 'Jll©I have defined it in IH 9 §2 9 fo1i' a closed 
sphere is not in general e 
the series of moduli 
L mhn A" 
() 
had a positive radius of eonvergen©e a ~ elosell0 inspec;tion reveals the 
f( x) at '' 0 o Let p be this latter radius o Then 9 letting ,,Y = )(© .= )l s 
whell~e I/~//= I 9 we kruow that the series 
~ and is a continuous function of /5 o Now 
end hence~ if it should that a sequence 
fo:rc all 
f_, I :J/ 11 mhf7 
(j! 
·nhen I)/< jJ o It is n©t at all obwious that such a sequen©ei 
oxisto 
It should be 
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I 
where g( x) 
Yet the po'J'!e:r series defining the f'wo.ction converges ru.1.d defines a.'1 ana= 
lytfo function 'i'Yhen / g( x) / < 1 a The open region defined ·t,his ine= 
qual includes far more tharl. the sphere //x II < l ~ indeed one may c o~i= 
elements of arbitrarily large norm lying in the region defined by 
/g(x)/ < L 
( 2) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 1) 
( 
( 
( 11) 
( 12) 
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